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LEARN THE ALPHABET AND
EXPLORE OUR PLANET'S

ANIMAL KINGDOM



ANACONDA -
The largest
snake in the

world!

AAA



BABOON -
There are five

species of
baboon

BBB



CHEETAH - The
world's fastest

land animal!

CCC



DOLPHIN -
Dolphins love to

chat and play
with each other

DDD



ELEPHANT -
The world's
largest land

animal!

EEE



FLAMINGO -
Flamingos are

pink because of
the food they

eat

FFF



GORILLA - Gorillas
eat all day long,
before making

themselves a bed
to sleep in

GGG



HIPPOPOTAMUS-
Hippos spend all day

in the water and
come out to eat
grass at night

HHH



IGUANA- These
are marine

iguanas and can
swim under the

sea

III



 JAGUAR - Jaguars
hunt in the Amazon
and sometimes eat

crocodiles!

JJJ



KANGAROO -
Kangaroos keep
their babies in

their pouch

KKK



LEMUR- This
ring-tailed lemur
hops between

trees

LLL



MACAW- These
colourful birds live

in the Amazon
Rainforest

MMM



NUDIBRANCH -
These sea slugs

come in a variety of
crazy shapes and

colours

NNN



ORANGUTAN-
Orangutan

means 'Person of
the Forest'

OOO



PENGUIN -
Penguins cannot
fly, but they swim

to catch fish

PPP



 QUOKKA -
Quokkas are one
of the friendliest

animals

QQQ



 RHINOCEROS -
This is a Javan

rhino, only found
on the island of
Java, Indonesia

RRR



SAIGA- Their
strange nose is

used to filter out
dust

SSS



TIGER - Tigers live
on their own and

are excellent
hunters

TTT



URCHIN - Sea
urchins have

spikes to protect
themselves

UUU



VULTURE - Some
vultures find their

food by smell,
others by sight

VVV



WHALE - The
blue whale is the
biggest animal to

have ever lived

WWW



X-RAY FISH - This
fish has a boney
structure that
gives it great

hearing

XXX



YAK - Yaks are
used to carry
heavy loads

across
mountains

YYY



ZEBRA - Each
zebra has a

different set of
stripes

ZZZ



NOW YOU KNOW YOUR
ALPHABET!

GREATGREATGREAT
WORK!WORK!WORK!


